
Climbs and expeditions
Compiled by Phil Bartlett (for the Alpine Climbing Group)

For some years the Alpine Journal has printed invaluable summaries of
mountaineering worldwide under the heading Regional Notes. These have provided
important outline information on what has been done and by whom. However, this
information is continuously provided through the commercial climbing magazines
and it seems pointless to duplicate. The AJ does not, therefore, intend to continue to
publish purely factual information of the type so adequately covered by the
Information sections of the magazines. What it is keen to publish however is
information of a practical nature which would be of use to future parties, and this
applies to all geographical areas.

As regards expeditions, bureaucratic, financial and organisational difficulties
which are specific to particular areas are alway~ of interest, so too are comments on
things like weather. As regards the European Alps, we would like the AJ to act as a
forum through which the present series of guide-books can be kept up to date. Thus
we are particularly keen to receive new route descriptions, route corrections, and
other similar material, in a form in which it can be published.

It is obvious that where these ideas are concerned it is quite impossible for the AJ
to commission material; we rely totally on readers sending in anything they think of
relevance.

EUROPE (THE ALPS)
The following notes, which are offered as guide-book modifications, or in some

cases as additions to the current publications, are produced by Lindsay Griffin. He
would welcome further information and route descriptions for subsequent
publication in these pages at: clo 1 Lockerley Close, Newenham Road, Lymington,
Hampshire.

Pelvoux, Chaud Couloir

Aig du Tour, Table Couloir

Aig Sans Nom. French Direct

Aig du D.ru, N CouloirED
ED
ED+

Alpine Ice Routes-Gradings An article by Jean-Marc Boivin in La Montagne n, 1979,
mentioned briefly in AJ 85 219, included the following list showing a reappraisal of
the difficulty of a selection of classic ice climbs-mostly located in the Mont Blanc
massif:
AD
AD
AD+
D-

TD+

TD

D
D+
TD-

Tour Ronde, Gervasutti Couloir
Tour Ronde, N face
Aig d' Argentiere, N face Aig du Chardonnet, N spur
Aig Verte, Couturier Couloir Grande Casse, N face
Mt Blanc du Tacul, Gervasutti Couloir
Aig du Triolet, N face Aig Verte, Cordier Couloir
Les Courtes, Swiss Direct
Aig du Plan, Lagarde-Segogne Couloir
Aig Verte, Direct N face (Boivin-Gabarrou)
Grandes Jorasses, Shroud Pilier d' Angle, Cecchi l1el-Nomine,
Bonatti-Zapelli
Les Droites, Corneau-Davaille
(Boivin-Gabarrou)
Les Droites, Boivin-Gabarrou
Mt Blanc du Tacul, Super Couloir
Pic Sans Nom (Ecrins), N Central Couloir (Boivin-Diaffra-Vionnet-
Fuasset)

Individual pitches were also graded from I to V and the following given as
examples:
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III
IV
V

70°
75-80°
80-90°

Crux of Cecchinel-Nomine
Crux of N Couloir of Aig du Dru
Crux pitch and last pitch below central snow patch on Pic Sans
Nom N Couloir.

Dauphine
Ailifroide NWface Gervasutti Route John Bickerdike and Martin Wragg climbed the
route in 18 h during July 1977. Although feeling that the climb is indeed a great
classic, it is definitely marred in some parts by hard technical climbing on very loose
rock with poor protection. They encountered a great deal of ice high on the face
which made it very difficult to enter the deep lOOm chimney in the upper section of
the route. The good bivouac sites mentioned in the guide-book left of the large
semicircular ledge are no more than loose sloping rubble. Good sites exist at the top
of both the 1st and 2nd ice couloirs above the ledge.

The description of the descent from the Ailefroide in the English guide-book
appears to be very poor. The best solution is to traverse the ridge to the E for a short
way until reaching a large and difficult gendarme. Below this, descend a steep and
evil couloir on the SE face using a vague rib on its left (E) side. Follow this rib for a
long way until it gives access to the diagonally descending ledges leading left (E)
towards the wall above the Ailefroide glacier. Although the guide-book is ambiguous
regarding the features on this side of the mountain, the gendarme mentioned above
is quite obvious.

Mont Blanc massif
Mont Blanc, S face, The Right Hand Pillar of Freney This exceptionally fine high
mountain route on generally excellent rock was climbed by Roger Everett and
Stephen Parr on 12/13 August 1979. Only 5 pegs were found in place and 10,
mostly blades, were found to be necessary. The great couloir to the right offers
easier alternatives but tends to be subject to frequent snow slides and stone-fall. The
party thus climbed directly up the first step to reach the 'Grey Slab' and took the
original finish. 800m, TD/TD + . A revised description appears below:

From the upper plateau of the Freney glacier cross the easy snow slopes to
beneath the Pillar. Cross the bergschrund on the right near the great couloir and, if
early, climb the latter for about 300m until a curving snowy groove on the left can
be taken to reach a conspicuous notch at the top of the first step. This point can also
be reached by climbing the first pillar directly:

After crossing the bergschrund climb steep snow to the lowest buttress of smooth
rock. Avoid this by snow slopes and short grooves on the right and return to the crest
of the buttress as soon as possible. Ascend directly on mixed ground (steps of III and
IV), then follow a snow ridge to the foot of the steeper rock comprising the first step.
Start on the right, then climb up and left via short cracks and walls (moves of IV) to
some smooth slabs. Climb directly up these (IV + ), then move left to a little gap.
Descend slightly left and climb a fine quartz crack (IV) to the top of the step.

Follow a narrow snow crest for 60m, then climb easier rocks to the foot of a large
grey slab, the crux of the route, level with the bottom of the 'Chandelle' on the
Central Pillar. There are 2 thin cracks splitting the slab. Climb the one on the right
for 30m to reach a short open groove which leads to a ledge on the crest (40m V,
then VI and AI, 6 pegs).

Move right along the ledge and climb a short crack and 5m wall (IV + ). Follow a
series of ascending flakes and ledges leading left to beneath an overhanging wall
(25m IV). Step left (loose rock) to the foot of a very steep shattered crack. Climb this
and its continuation, an ice-filled chimney in a fine position, to reach easier ground
and possible bivouac sites (40m, V IV + with a few aid moves; strenuous).

Climb the mixed ground above for 2 pitches to beneath the third step, then trend
diagonally left up ledges, cracks and short walls (steps of IV) for 2 further pitches to
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reach the couloir on the left above its last steep section. Climb the gully with 2 short
steep sections (Scottish 2/3), then trend left up easy snow above to reach the
Brouillard Ridge (12-15 h). The main summit is reached via Mont Blanc de
Courmayeur in +-1 h.

Mont Blanc de Courmayeur, S face direct Tom Curtis and Stephen Parr climbed the
Bonatti-Zapelli Direct Route on the S face during 22 August 1979. The route
rapidly comes into condition giving varied climbing in exhilarating surroundings.
Pegs are nowhere necessary and the main difficulties-negotiating 'icy rock-are
well protected. Apart from the initial section up the great couloir, which is best
climbed at night, the route is objectively safe and offers a worthwhile, if more
remote alternative to the climbs on the Brenva Face. aOOm, TD - (on account of its
remote and serious situation).

From the upper plateau of the Freney glacier cross the bergschrund and climb the
right side of the great couloir for about 200m. There are now 2 possibilities:

(1) Climb a system of steep ice grooves on the right (Scottish 3) to reach a broad
subsidiary couloir. Continue up this until it narrows, then slant up left to gain the
crest of the broken rock buttress.

(2) The first ascensionists climbed the buttress in its entirety by continuing up the
great couloir for another 50m, then climbing up the broken crest on the right.

At the top of the buttress trend right across a snowfield and reach another rocky
crest. This is steep at first (IV, icy) but the angle soon relents and another smaller
snowfield leads to the foot of a steep step. Climb this (IV + , icy) and the final
snow/ice ridge to the summit of Mont Blanc de Courmayeur (9-11 h, about 16 h
from the Trident hut).

Note: Various publications credit the late Bernard Macho with a solo ascent in
1975 of the Bonatti-Zapelli route on the N face of the Grand Pilier d' Angle. After
correspondence with the late Lucien Devies, it appears that this is incorrect.

Mont Blanc du Tacul, Super Couloir This has now received a number of one day
summer ascents. The initial lOOm of the climb is a very steep rock wall giving access
to the couloir itself and presents difficult and time consuming artificial climbing.
The angle then relents and a straightforward pitch up the gully (40-45°) leads to a
snow patch on the right wall which affords a comfortable bivouac site. Now a or 9
long pitches of sustained ice (Scottish 4/5) lead to the level of the Pilier des Trois
Pointes where the angle eases and 400m of mixed climbing (poor rock), joining the
line taken by the Gervasutti Pillar in its upper section, leads to the summit.

The accepted method of approaching the couloir now appears to utilize the first
few pitches of the Gervasutti Pillar, whence a traverse across ledges followed by an
abseil leads to the snow patch mentioned above.

Grand Capucin A one-day British ascent of the Swiss route on the S face during
August 1977 found many of the pegs (140 used originally) missing. An almost
completely free ascent was made, with a new direct finish beginning where the route
traverses right below the summit overhangs. The first pitch takes a thin slanting
crack in the steep wall (VI) and the 2nd overhanging ice-filled corner (VI) to the'
summit.

Almost free ascents of the E face have now been made and probably contain some
of the hardest sustained free climbing in the range with pitches that would almost
certainly warrant VII on the UIAA Grading System.

Aiguille du Midi A surprising discovery was the first ascent of Pt 3462m on the SE
ridge of the Rognon du Plan by R. Bozon and C. Marin on 11 September 1977.
They approached from the Envers du Plan glacier and climbed a rib of good rock for

. about 300m to gain the summit (IV-V, some AI); an easy snow ridge led to the top
of the Rognon du Plan (3601m). There are a number of fine rock pillars and ribs in



this area which clear quickly after bad weather-worthwhile bearing in mind for a
short day.

Aiguille du Peigne, Pointe 3078111 Although the 'Vaucher Route' on the SW face is
now well known to British climbers, the first route to be completed on this wall was
the SSE Pillar. This offers sustained climbing of IV and V followed by pitches of
V + and A2. First ascent: G. Devouassoux and Y. Masino 1965. 400m, TD.
Average tifne 5 hr. It is thought by many people to be the finest route on the Pointe.

Aiguille du Roe, S Pilla, This excellent route, which is rapidly becoming a 'modern'
classic, is comparable to the W faces of Petites J orasses and Charmoz. As it has now
received one day British ascents and was omitted from the guide-book, a full
description appears below. First ascent: P. Cordier and J. Ramouillet, 13-14 July
1975. TD/TD +, 650m.

From the Envers hut reach the foot of the Pillar, just right of the couloir that
descends from the Roc-Bec d'Oiseau col (th). The base takes the form of a triangle
split into 2 by an obvious diedre.

Climb the diedre for 15m (V) until it becomes a vertical chimney, then step right
and make a traverse for 8m across a wall (V) to a parallel crack. Follow this to the
top of the buttress (IV).

Now climb up diagonally to the left on smooth but less steep walls (Ill and IV) to
reach a zone of steep red rock. Climb this (Ill) and then a couloir of broken rock,
avoiding an overhang on the left (IV). Reach the crest of the ridge by cracks and
slabs (Ill then Il, It h).

Climb the smooth wall directly above (!Om, V and V +), then traverse right to
reach a flake and some cracks (IV). More cracks are then followed to a terrace (IV,
V then V + , delicate).

Then:-either climb up a flake for 5m, traverse right for 3m (VI, very delicate)
and continue up flutings (VI strenuous, then V). Or, traverse right a few metres
before climbing an overhanging chimney (VI, 6m, bad rock) and move right to a
large ledge. Follow cracks to rejoin the top of the flutings (2t h). Follow cracks and
walls direclly to the foot of a large smooth buttress where there are again 2
possibilities:

Either, reach the summit of the buttress by at first traversing right along a quartz
ledge, then diagonally right up a wall, followed by 5 or 6 pitches to end !Om right of
the summit gendarme. Or, on the left reach the summit of the buttress in 5 or 6
pitches ending 20m left of the summit gendarme.

From here traverse left across a wall and climb a line of poorly defined cracks for
J5m before returning to the right again (V and V + delicate, friable quartz).
Continue up the crest of the pillar, or a little to the left by cracks (3 pitches of V) to
reach a depression, in the back of which is a slanting wall. Climb a chimney,
overhanging at first, leading to the top left hand side of the wall (V and V + ). IOm
above is the SE ridge (1 h).

Follow the ridge to the foot of a smooth buttress. Traverse right for 5m (V + ) as
tar as a platform and then climb a diedre. Traverse right across a vertical wall (V) to
reach a ramp that leads right to the ridge W of the gendarme on the horizontal
section of the SE ridge. Follow the ridge to reach the summit pinnacle. (Total time
for a fast party, about 8 h.)

Petits Charmoz The descriptions of 2 short rock climbs on the Petits Charmoz are
included here as a worthy addition to the limited number of quick, non-serious rock
climbs at a low altitude and with a short approach aV<;lilable in the Aiguilles.

SW face, Central Pillar gives a fine climb of 200m on good rock. D +. First
ascent: E. Cadet, B. Delafosse, P. Gillet and J-P. Mansart, 31 August 1975.
Climbed in winter, January 1976. The route starts up white coloured rock on the
left of the Pillar (IV and V) and then climbs a line of chimneys slightly on the left of
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the crest to reach a grassy terrace. More chimneys follow, again left of the crest (IV
and V) until it is possible to follow the crest directly to the summit (HI and III + ).
Total time 5 h.

Gendarme 2959m, SW Pillar (150m S of the Doigt de l'Etala) is a fine free and
artificial climb with some pegs in place. 300m, TD - . First ascent: F. Audibert and
Y. Masino, 6 October 1966. Begin by climbing a little way up the couloir towards
the Col de I' Etala on the left side of the Pillar and then traverse right to reach the
first gendarme at the base of the Pillar itself. ow climb direct, keeping fairly close
to the crest at all times to the summit (pitches of V and AI, 2t-3 h). Descent: via the
Doigt de l'Etala.

Aiguille du Dru, N eouloir The first direct ascent of the Dru Couloir was made in
August 1977. J. Roberts and S. Shea, being unfamiliar with the previous line of
ascent, assumed that the route took the initial couloir direct. After leaving the main
couloir leading to the Col du Dru steep mixed climbing (75°) leads up to a point
where the Cecchinel-Jager Route traverses left out of the Dru Couloir itself and
through the rock band. Roberts and Shea continued directly in 5 pitches to the
upper couloir. After 3 pitches there is a passable bivouac site on the left wall. Some
sustained vertical ice pitches led into the overhanging chimney which gave difficult
verglassed rock climbing and short sections of A2. Above they had to negotiate an
overhang of icicles in order to gain the upper 70° couloir. At this point they
retreated in a storm.

Several days later R. Accamazzo and T. Sorenson followed the previous line to
above the artificial sections but avoided the final overhang by climbing out left
across the rock wall. They regained the upper couloir and were able to complete the
ascent to the top.

Tour desJorasses Tony Bristlin and Charles Bryan climbed the main difficulties and
almost completed what might well have been the second ascent of the Calcagno
Cerruti-Machetto Route on 22July 1978. A retreat was made from near the top of
the face when their ropes were damaged. The original description is misleading and
led them to believe they were much lower on the route than was actually the case.
Although of excellent quality, the difficulty of the route is largely overrated. A
revised description is given here:

S Diedre 900m TD + lED - . The route lies to the right of the obvious couloir in
the centre of the face and is characterized by a massive diedre starting halfway up a
compact and slightly overhanging wall.

From the foot of the face follow snow slopes on the left of the wall straight up to
the base of the left slanting diedre mentioned in the description. This initial section
is subject to stone-fall which can get quite severe later in the day. Climb 2 fairly
short pitches up the groove and at the top traverse right for about 30m (HI) to some
ledges. Climb straight up above these ledges for 30m to the base of the overhanging
wall (V). On the right is a corner and on the left a crack splitting the wall. Climb this
crack for about 4 pitches (Al/A2. Nuts were used for aid and the climbing is not
difficult providing a reasonable sele-£tion is carried. The stances are reasonable and
not poor or Infrequent). Above, 2 pitches of free climbing (Ill and IV) lead to the
base of the great diedre.

The splendid terrace appears to be several broken ledges (but good for bivouacs),
which are often snow covered. The original description from this point is fairly
accurate and a fast party should be able to complete the whole route in a day.

Aiguille de Lesehaux (3759m), NEfaee by the N eouloir A hard and serious route left of
the Gogna-Rava Route on the NE face. The upper section is very steep and narrow,
often only 4 feet wide and the containing rock walls are loose, but provide belays,
albeit with some persuasion. The climb finishes on the NE ridge some distance
below the summit and is guarded by a strangely formed cornice, much of which
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broke away during the ascent and swept over the top of the climbers on the steep
section.750m, ED - . First ascent: J. Barry and D. Nicholls, August 1979.

From the Triolet hut reach the foot of the face as for the Gogna Route; cross the
bergschrund and climb the initial slope to its top left corner (45°). Follow the narrow
couloir diagonally left (good rock belays and protection on right wall, 50-55°). The
couloir narrows and steepens. Climb straight up for 4 steep pitches (sections of
80-90°). A final near-vertical pitch with great exposure leads to a good belay point
and above this 3 easy pitches lead up mixed ground to the NE ridge (12 h for
ascent).

Aiguille de l'Eboulement The second ascent of the Polish Route on the E face was
made during July 1977. The rock in general is loose, especially in the upper easier
section and the climb is recommendable only for one excellent pitch (AI and V + )
and the startling panorama from the summit. Contrary to the guide-book
description the S ridge appears smooth, sharp and difficult in the lower section and a
descent was made diagonally down the E face into the couloir coming from the Col
de l'Eboulement.

The Valais
Dent Blanche, NEface, Schneider-Singer Route This portion of the face and indeed the
general line of the route are fairly vague and open to much variation.

The second ascensionists climbed a more direct finish to the summit (1976). A
year later a Dutch pair climbed a different line again. Naar and Gresnigt found the
climb in general to be an easier proposition than the Matterhorn N face, except for
the first 150m which they found very difficult-thinly iced rocks (65-70°) with poor
protection. The upper section provided good mixed climbing on sound rock,
culminating in a 120m ice gully (60-70°) to reach the E ridge 200m from the
summit.

On their ascent Barry and Nicholls approached the face from the new bivouac hut
on the Col de la Dent Blanche in about one hour, climbed a very difficult
bergschrund, then continued up pleasantly steep neve (Scottish 3) until mixed
ground led to the central snow-fields. These are exposed but only 50°. From the top
they traversed right to the Vaucher Route and continued up this until a more direct
final pitch led them to the summit ridge about 80m E of the top. They found the
upper section serious with poor rock and belays and technically more difficult than
the Matterhorn N face. There was some stone fall. TD, 13 h.

Bernese Alps
Liitschthaler Breithom, N face 800m, TD - /TD. This was completed in 1977 by a
British party, who made the following observations:

The approach to the face is not altogether obvious. From the car park at the road
head above Fafleralp follow the rising track across the Distligen pastures towards the
Beich pass. On reaching the lateral moraine of the Distlig glacier at c. 21 OOm
continue up the steep ridge on the right side above the glacier. This presents
straightforward scrambling on loose rock until at the top it bends to the right and
becomes horizontal. Continue along this, passing several good bivouac sites, until it
is possible to descend to the upper glacier below the face (2t-3 h). An ascent of the
glacier itself appears to be exposed to enormous ice avalanches issuing from the
seracs and couloirs left of the face.

The route itself gave climbing of excellent quality. The line of ascent lay to the left
of that taken by the Feuz-Von Allmen, following an obvious diagonal ice ramp
through the initial rock section. The large central ice slope was then climbed (80°) to
the final rocky wall. This can be taken by a number of possible lines, each
containing 2 or 3 pitches of quite difficult mixed climbing, to reach the summit ridge
slightly E of the highest point (9 h).
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16 Ochs, N face (Photo' S Parr)
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Nesthorn, N face A new direct route was made on this face taking the iced slabs and
runnels well to the right of the Welzenbach Route and its variations. The line
followed may only be feasible under very snowy conditions when the smooth
granite slabs have sufficient snow cover. The climbing was found to be sustained
and of very good quality. It was usually possible to obtain good rock belays, dead
men were used on the upper snow slope. The route has the major advantage of not
being threatened by serac avalanche which periodically sweeps the lower half of the
original route.

Starting on the right side of the face, as for the original route, continue straight
upwards instead of making the long traverse leftwards of the Welzenbach Route.
The first rock band was climbed roughly in the centre by a thin steep ice runnel
leading to a snow shelf. After this continue weaving through the slabby barriers
above, crossing icy runnels and small snow-fields, until the upper slope is reached at
its right edge. Continue direct to the summit cornice. 800m, TD.

Morgenhorn (3613m), N face The first British ascent was made by J. Barry and D.
Nicholls in August 1977. A variant on the more direct and dangerous Missland
Thomann Route was taken. They described the climb as thoroughly uninteresting'
After a difficult entry pitch (in fact avoidable) the climb gave way to a long and
interminably boring snow plod with negligible technical difficulty. D. 1200m of
climbing. 6 h. There was no stonefall despite guide-book warning and the descent to
the Blumlisalp hut and road beyond goes on for ever.

Ochs, NW face Robert Milward and Stephen Parr made the first British ascent of
the face in July 1977. As the climb was apparently very enjoyable despite the loose
rock in the upper section and was considered safe from objective dangers, a full
description appears below. 1000m, TD.

Reach the foot of the face via the Eismeer Station on the Eiger. Climb a broken
buttress on the left of the central avalanche cone until an ice pitch (Scottish 3) gives
access to a snowfield. Climb this and the couloir above (Scottish 3) to another
snowfield which leads to the foot of the rock wall t of the way up the face. The
major difficulties are concentrated in the next 10 pitches.

Traverse left to a prominent rib. Climb the groove on its right (IV), then traverse
right above an overhang (V). Climb a thin crack in the wall above (V, 3 pegs,
strenuous) and then continue up on easy but very loose and dangerous ground for 3
pitches (poor belays and stances). Now climb diagonally right on steep shattered
rock for 2 or 3 pitches (IV, IV + ) to a conspicuous pinnacle. Surmount this (V )
and continue, trending left, to reach the final snow slopes on the E ridg'" (15 h, the
best descent is down the SE ridge).

Gletscherhorn, N face, Welzenbach Route The second British ascent of this section of
the face took place in 1977 utilizing a safer but more direct and harder start well to
the left of the original route. The crux pitch on the Welzenbach Route involves
crossing the prominent rock barrier, halfway up the face, somewhat towards the left
side, and reaches this by a reasonably straightforward diagonal line beginning near
the central couloir. Unfortunately the whole initial section is threatened by serac
avalanche. The direct start begins in a couloir, below and slightly to the left of the
crux pitch mentioned above. After several hundred m some quite difficult climbing
(Scottish IV) is encountered moving rightwards to the snow field below the rock
barrier. After crossing the latter a more direct line was followed (easier but
sustained), to the right of the original route, reaching the E ridge a few hundred m
from the summit (8! h).

Gletscherhorn, NW face This new route lies to the left of the Welzenbach Route
following a gully line that is visible from the Rottal hut. Unfortunately an
unsatisfactory feature is the termination of the route some hundreds of metres below
and E of the summit. 700m, TD. First ascent: J. Barry and D. Nicholls, August
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1977. The gully is followed direct although some of the difficulties are avoidable.
The climbing is generally mixed but offers 2 or 3 superb ice pitches of 70-80° (12 h).

Desemt from the Gletscherhorn is one of the most problematic in the area. Several
alternatives are available:
(I) By far the best method for the rich is an easy descent to the Jungfraujoch,
followed by an even easier descent on the railway.
(2) It is possible to descend the Rottal glacier by a steep snowy couloir (stone-fall)
situated about halfway between the summits of the Gletscherhorn and theJungfrau.
This would not be advisable in the afternoon.
(3) Many have descended the Ebnefluh N face by one route or another, and usually
experienced a fair degree of difficulty and danger. This will make a long and tiring
day especially if the traverse from the Gletscherhorn to the Ebnefluh is well
corniced.
(4) The easiest descent is down the S face to the Aletsch glacier and so reach the
Hollandia hut from which, in emergency, a descent could be made to the
Lotschenthal and a very long and expensive road journey back to Lauterbrunnen.

To cross the range from the Hollandia hut traverse W across the glacier to the
Hinteren Llicke. Traverse W again on the badly crevassed glacier below the S face
of the Gros horn. There are 2 rock bands separated by a long terrace. It is quicker to
gain the terrace and follow it to the Schmadrijoch, but in poor snow conditions safer
to climb up to the W ridge of the Grosshorn, on the right of the rock bands, and
descend this to the col. Descend the N side of the Schmadrijoch to the Schmadri hut
and so to Lauterbrunnen. As this is also used when returning from other peaks on
the Lauterbrunnen wall and the description in the English guide-book still very
misleading, the following information is given;

Go down the crevassed upper glacier in a large semicircle to the right (E). Keep
near the rocks on the W facet of the Grosshorn, and reach a steep and narrow ice
gully between the rock buttress and ice-fall to the left (W). Descend the gully
(danger from falling rock and ice) and as soon as possible slant down to the right (E)
below the steep rock walls of the Grosshorn. Go down a long snow lope, work right
in the lower reaches to a rocky ridge and descend this, back left, to the snow slopes of
the lower glacier. These become progressively less steep and finally funnel into a
trough between 2 lateral moraines. Cross the one on the right and so reach the hut.

Eiger, NJace A cold but rapid October ascent of the Harlin Route was made in
1977. Alex MacIntyre and Tobin Sorenson noted that existing route descriptions
were fairly accurate and the whole line of ascelll vel)' obvious. They were able to
add the following information:

The German route through the first rock band is the logical way for an alpine
style ascent. This is located 50m right of the right-hand station window,just around
a bulge and out of sight. Two aid pitches followed by a third of steep mixed/snow
climbing lead to an easy traverse line back left on to the first ice-field. If a party
climbing well began their ascent at night, as is recommended, it would not be
impossible for them to reach 'Death Bivouac' in one day.

The Kor Traverse can be negotiated with only one point of aid. A line of holds
leads across and slightly down the wall until it is po sible to tension diagonally left
from a peg for about 6m to reach a flake and another line of holds leading to the end
of the traverse.

Two deadmen would seem a llseful addition to equipment.

Bregaglia
Cengalo, NWeouloir This is the obvious narrow couloir situated immediately right
of the N ridge. 650m, TO/TO + . Average angle 53°. First ascent: M. Churches
and A. Wielochowski, 25 August 1977.
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An awkward entry pitch leads to a long easy section which ends about t way up
the face. Now trend left into a line of very steep open chimneys. Climb these
keeping as close as possible to the N ridge until a short vertical ice bulge leads to a
cave. Tension across the vertical ice wall and climb up for 2 very steep pitches
(65-70°). Three more pitches at a slightly easier angle lead to the end of the main
difficulties. A long but straightforward ice slope leads to the top of the couloir
(50-55°, 9 h climbing time).

EUROPE (SPAIN)

Picos de Europa
Naranjo de Bulnes, W face (see picture in AJ 86 plate 82) The classic route on the
face is the Rabada-Navarro. This gives 500m of mostly excellent rock with probably
more than enough pegs in place in the lower t, a bulging wall where etriers are
useful though not essential. Above this most parties apparently escape to the right,
but the true continuation involves a committing traverse of about lOOm, very
reminiscent of Beeston Eliminate, with protection from tied-off bolt heads. Midway
it is necessary to make an exposed abseil in the very centre of the smooth grey wall.
At the end of the traverse is a small bivouac ledge and above excellent crack and
chimney climbing leads to the summit. As all the pegs are in place it is unlikely that
any more need be carried, provided that a fair selection of nuts is taken; tie-offs are
recommended for the bolts.

The descent is reasonably straightforward. Four abseils down the S face followed
by a short walk leads to the hut below the W face. Reaching the latter, however,
from the Puente Poncebos in the Cares Canyon is an appalling 5-6 h slog on scree
and it may be worthwhile to consider an approach from the Fuente cableway and
crossing the Rojas col to descend to the hut. On the Spanish topo reproduced here
many of the pitches tend to be overgraded-in fact there is nothing harder than V +
and AI. TD + lED - . 15-18 h total (Tony Howard).

AFRICA

The Hoggar
Tony Howard writes: The summits of the Hoggar rise to between 1700 and 2700m,
and give rock climbs of around 300m. Situated 1500 miles S of the Mediterranean in
the heart of the Sahara the Hoggar is now accessible by a road which only
deteriorates for short stretches during the final 200-300 miles to Tamanrasset.
Although not remarkable for the quality of the rock the unique nature of the region
in general makes a visit well worth while.

Tamanrasset is the main oasis in this area of the Sahara and has its own airport.
Land Rovers and camels can be hired and almost all the peaks in the most popular
area-the Atakor-are within minutes walk of the track.

Most of the routes follow crack lines which can be somewhat repetitive, and some
deteriorate towards the summit. South face routes tend in general to be on poorer
rock and almost too hot to touch by midday, even in early February.

There seem to be very few truly hard climbs in the Hoggar and many of these
involve a fair amount of aid climbing. Caret El Djenoun has most of the modern
hard routes. The classics of the area are in the TD, TD + category, with the
occasional pitch of VS or a little harder.

Details of many of the best lines which have been climbed can probably be found
in the Italian and French Alpine Journals. Spanish climbers also seem fairly active
here, but on the whole one is unlikely to meet many other people in the mountains.

Probably the best group of peaks are the Tezoulag-a collection of towers rising
from the roadside with a further and higher peak rising from a high col behind them.
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This enables two routes of 300m or more to be combined with a minimum of descent
between-an excellent mountain day. The rock here is amongst the best in the
Atakor and climbing varied. A classic combination is to climb the W face of the S
Tezoulag (350m, TD) followed by the S ridge direct on the N Tezoulag
(TD/TD + ), 250m which leads to the 2760m summit-an excellent viewpoint. The
descent finishes with a 30m free abseil which is not without interest!

In February 1979 M. Shaw and A. Howard made the first ascent of the NW
Diedre on the S Tezoulag (2709m)
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77 Naranjo de Bulnes, W face (This and next photo: A. Howard)
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